No one saw this coming
No one saw what the world was becoming
   We couldn’t gather in dozens
The stop in the world was sudden
   We had to find our bubble
2020 was when America divided
When everyone needed to finally be united
   The divide took so many lives
   Between not wearing masks
   And getting shot for being human
Leaves the people fighting for equality fuming
   Social isolation meant
   Mental health became discontent
   Humans need to connect
   We can’t do what we’re meant
Because of something killing children, women, and men
   Maybe we needed 2020
   A year to focus on ourselves
   Mental health became a talk
Hopefully it will continue becoming one
   Because it’s never been a walk
   It makes some hate nights
   Not being able to see the light
   It had some happy moments
   It’s the year I met poems
   If we were the right age
   America dedicated a day
   To see who would fix this
And try to take us out of this mess
2021 has a high standard
   Hope for a better future
Remember when I said everyone needs to be united
   Dear 2021
   It’s up to you to make us united